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It's all too easy to fall into the trap of gratefully clinging on to anyone who glances your 

way, especially when you're starting out. Without properly defining your customers, it's 

near on impossible to attract the right people to your business. The wrong people can 

have wildly detrimental effects on your business: they sap your time, your resources 

and chip away at your sense of identity. To avoid this Very Bad situation, you need to 

be incredibly clear about who it is that you're interested in doing business with. You 

need to start by building a client profile.



We worked with a wedding photographer a few years ago who was struggling to narrow 

in on her target client. As we explored who her perfect couple might be, she spoke of a 

couple, Harriet and James, whose wedding she had photographed the previous year. 

They were getting married on a beautiful rustic farm and their friends were all involved 

heavily: the cake, the band, the car, the food: much of it was taken care of by friends 

and family. They spent their weekends going on long walks in the countryside with their 

dog, stopping off at a local pub along the way to enjoy a glass of red wine in front of a 

roaring fire. Sustainability was important to them, and everything for their wedding was 

sourced locally.



Their wedding was not about being a slave to the latest trends, but about meaningful, 

personal details that they'd made or collected themselves. Compare this to a couple 

who are getting married in a stately home, and have hired a wedding planner to make 

sure that the napkins are the exact same shade as the bridesmaids' dresses, and you 

get an idea of how powerful this profile is. The things that appeal to Harriet and James 

are totally the opposite of the divas that we wanted to deter, and so by adjusting the 

feel of this photographers' brand, we were able to transform the kind of enquiries she 

received. All of a sudden, we could craft things with her ideal people in mind – her 

messaging became so much more focussed, personal and incredibly relateable to her 

dream clients.



You’ll notice I didn’t mention any of the traditional demographic indicators there, and 

there’s a good reason why.

I loathe demographics; they assume sameness. And who on earth are we to assume 

that every 35 year old male who lives in London and earns over £50k a year wants the 

same as the next who fits the same profile? 

Apart from the fact that I, or you, or anyone else for that matter can't possibly be 

compared to someone else of the same age and background, we don't want to be. 

Sure, these very dry demographics might form a helpful starting point, but to truly 

capture the hearts and minds of your customers you simply have to go deeper.



Think about your best clients; those who 'get it', behave impeccably and bring you 

exactly the right kind of work. Create a list of a handful of people who represent that 

golden client to you. What characteristics do they share? Are they all from the same 

industry? Are they open minded and liberal or quite conservative? Introverted or 

extroverted? Conventional or rebellious? What specific reason bought them to your 

door? Think really deeply, and go back over previous conversations that may provide 

clues. I promise there'll be something that they have in common, but it may not be 

immediately obvious. 



Where do they love to shop? What do they do at the weekends? When they go on 

holiday, where might they go? Five star resort or an airbnb off the beaten track?  What 

kind of blogs and Instagram accounts do they follow? 

What sort of life do they aspire to lead? Do they shop on the high street, or do they 

seek out independent boutiques? What does this tell you about what matters to them, 

and what drives them?



Please, please don't waste your precious pennies on another marketing activity until 

you've truly thought about where your people go when they're looking for what you do. 

Now that you know who your perfect customer is, ask yourself which blogs and 

magazines they read, which social media platforms they use and what sort of events 

they go to. 

It means you can be so much more focussed on where and how to promote your 

business, which absolutely essential.
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Numbers mean nothing if you’re talking to the wrong people.

Better to be well known by a small amount of people who would be a great fit for your 

business than hundreds who aren’t. 

Remember this when you think about how and where you might promote your 

business – would it be better to invest in exhibiting at a really niche event rather than 

paying for an advert in a local lifestyle magazine, for example?





You’ll instinctively know how people find you – whether that’s by word of mouth, 

through google, through social media, or at the events you attend.

And if you don’t know, ask! Find someone who would represent a great client to you 

and ask where they might go to first if they were looking for what you do.

Be as specific as you can! We found that people looking for what we do typically search 

for a ‘boutique’ brand consultancy as they want something that isn’t corporate. 

Weaving that little word into our SEO made the world of difference. 



If nothing stood in your way – you had limitless time, confidence and money - how 

would you love to promote your business? 

Take a little time to think big. Don’t confine yourself by obstacles; imagined or 

otherwise. Get creative and jot down as many ideas as you can think of – then step 

back and review them. Which of your ideas might just be possible?





Define your audience.

Build a clear idea in your mind of who your dream customer is – what they like, what 

they don’t like, what motivates them to buy from you and why they choose your 

business over an alternative option. 

Think about where they hang out – the magazines they read, the events they attend, 

the social media platforms they love and the pages and accounts they might follow.

Consider how you’d reach these people, if nothing stood in your way – dream big!




